
Fractured space 

Fractured space is a MOBA where experience is 

gained through the holding of strategic locations 

instead of creep farming and kills.  

The game is won when the enemy base is captured. 

Games are fast paced and ~20 mins. The balance of power can shift quickly as there are 

no towers that can be permanently destroyed, only stations and outposts that can 

switch hands.  

Resources and levelling up 

Resources (XP) accumulate from captured mining outposts, of which there are three in each lane. If 

you have more outposts than the enemy team, you will accumulate resources faster and gain a level 

advantage. The whole team levels up together (global, team  XP rather than individual), but the stats 

increases and buffs of the newly acquired level are not applied to you until you return to a base (a for-

ward station under allied control   or the team base).  Some levels  increase stats automatically while 

others, you manually chose to spec into damage, defence or utility.  

  

You may win a lane fight and decide to stick around to push, but since the enemy will have had chance 

to level up before returning, while you have stayed in lane with your upgrade pending, you may not 

win the next one. It also means you may jump, under-levelled, into the gamma sector, where a 5v5 

team fight is very likely. Knowing when to upgrade and when to stick around is an important skill. 

The map 

The map consists of an allied and enemy base, two lanes and the “Gamma Sector.” We’ll talk about 

these individually. 

team 

level 

your level 

Team resources 

The “upgrade—return to station” notifica-

tion shows that we will reach level 9 when 

we return to a friendly base. This mechanic 

means that you have to you have to be 

wary about your level vs the enemy’s 

when you are in lane. 

Base/ancient. Has turret defences that can be destroyed. Need 

to be in the capping sphere until it’s 100% capped to win 

One of two lanes. At the top and bottom are 

the “forward stations”. Taking the enemy’s 

forward station allows you to jump into their 

base. The smaller stations (mining outposts) 

are the main sources of XP during the match 

The Gamma station. Becomes active at given times. Capping 

this gives the whole team buffs on damage, capping speed etc.  

Level IV gamma gives direct jump access to the enemy base 



The lanes 

Each of the two lanes has two forward stations at op-

posite ends, and three mining outposts. The forward 

stations start under the control of the team that is on 

that side. Friendly forward stations heal teammates, 

have a physical shield that is useful cover and applies 

pending upgrades to players.  

Taking the enemy’s forward station allows direct jump 

access into their base, hence the team must push all 

the way up the lane and take it to jump there. However, you can jump to the base from anywhere in 

the lane if that forward station has been captured. This allows interesting tactics where a team fight 

can act as a distraction while a cloaked ship moves towards the enemy forward station, uncloaks and 

captures it, allowing the rest of the team to jump through from further down the lane. 

Caps win games not kills. Team fights are essentially territorial battles and it is not generally wise to 

chase kills unless you want that ship to be out of action for the next move, e.g taking Gamma. During 

the early game, the mining outposts closest to the forward stations are normally capped without much 

being contested from the other side. The mid cap is usually contested over depending on the lane 

compositions. It is not wise to push hard in the early game to capture the forward station as jumping 

into the enemy base so early will be suicide. Care must be taken while capturing the furthest mining 

outpost if you win a fight in the lane as the ships will be respawn quickly in the early game and re-

spond to your advances.   

The bases 

The team’s bases have defence turrets that deal heavy 

damage at lower levels. These can be disabled by destroy-

ing the turret generators around the ring of the base. If 

there are more enemy ships than friendly ones in the cap-

ture sphere, the capture percentage will begin to rise. More 

ships = faster capping. This capping is not reversible and if a push on the base does not reach 100% 

before being forced back, it will stay at that captured percentage. It is usual to get inside the capping 

sphere ASAP and use the base’s ring structure for cover. Destroying the generator on that section of 

the base means you only have to worry about damage from enemy ships. 

The Gamma Sector 

This middle sector becomes active at certain points throughout the match and each time it does the 

buffs it gives if captured increase. At level four (the fourth time and all subsequent 

times Gamma goes active), the bonus is that you can jump directly from Gamma 

into the enemy base. This is an incredibly important Gamma to secure and can turn 

the tide of the whole match if used strategically. In some cases, if the enemy team 

is busy on the offensive into your base and ignore Gamma IV, the Gamma base and 

thus the enemy base can be ratted by a single member of the team. 

It is preferable to arrive at Gamma as early as is feasibly possible. Unless there are detection buoys set 

up there, you don’t want to solo jump into the whole enemy team set up for capture. It takes time to 

fly from the jump in point into the capture sphere too, by which point the base could be nearly cap-

tured. Be wary about pushing and getting stuck in fights before Gamma goes active as this might keep 

you locked down in your current sector. As a rule of thumb, aim to be there at least 30 seconds be-

fore.  



Movement and positioning 

Positioning is key in Fractured Space. Not just positioning in space, but rotation and orientation. Here 

we will cover jumping, armour, general movement and cover. 

Jumping 

Jumping is how you get between sectors on the map. It is like always having a TP with a short 

cooldown and as a result, games are fast paced and quick reactions to enemy movements are crucial. 

You can only jump to adjacent areas on the map, so switching lanes required two jumps, either 

through Gamma or your base.  

In general, all ships have two jump drive abilities, “jump drive” and “jump home”. 

They have separate cooldowns. Jump drive allows you to jump quickly between sec-

tors, while jump home jumps you back to base from any sector, but the spool up 

time for the jump drive is significantly longer. Jump home is quicker to activate as 

you just have only to press one button, while jump home requires you to bring up the map and select 

a jump position.  

This often means people will panic choose jump home when trying to escape a fight that they are los-

ing, however, while the jump drive is spinning up you will take considerably more damage. In some 

situations you can easily get deleted from full health 

while jumping. Always seek cover or make sure you are 

safe before jumping out of the sector. Be particularly 

wary of cloaking ships like the Black Widow which can 

uncloack and release a devastating alpha strike that will 

annihilate almost any ship while it is spooling up its jump 

drive. Jump home is very useful for switching lanes 

quickly as you can immediately use the regular jump 

drive once you have reached the base without having to 

wait for it to be off cooldown.  

Ship armour 

All ships have six sections of armour; forward, aft, keel, dorsal, port and starboard. These sections can 

absorb a significant amount of damage until they are broken. They can be broken by focused fire from 

regular weaponry or from specialised abilities and weapons designed to break enemy armour. Once 

the armour is broken, the damage received when hit in that area will be much larger. 

It is therefore wise to rotate your ship often to avoid too much damage being absorbed by a single ar-

mour section. Armour repairs over time when it is not being hit. If your armour gets destroyed, imme-

diately perform evasive manoeuvres to hide the damaged side and present an armoured side to the 

enemy. Conversely, aiming for damaged armour points on the enemy ships will bring it down pretty 

quickly. You can tell if yours or the enemy’s armour is broken by looking at it. It will be on fire with an 

expanding debris cloud if it was just broken. 

 

Depending on the enemy team and how their composition performs in Gamma, it could be pref-

erable to get there a minute or so in advance. If Gamma is captured or lost it is usually best to find 

cover and jump away ASAP. Sometimes it can be preferable draw out fights there and either 

’make space’ for the rest of the team to cap mines, or keep the enemy locked down there while 

you reap the XP from a capped mine advantage. 



Cover  

Cover is everywhere, especially in the lanes which are filled with asteroids and mining outposts. Use it 

to your advantage as much as possible. Use asteroids for cover when jumping or when getting fo-

cused. For instance, if you are a support ship and being 

chased down by a close range attack ship, you can give 

them the run around, always blocking their fire while 

they are focused down by the your team mates.  

It is also useful to take cover around the gamma station 

structure and the team bases.  

It can take several seconds for the enemy ships to move 

into a position where they can shoot you, often putting 

themselves out of position in the process.  

When capping mining outposts in the lanes, even if you don’t see any enemies nearby, it is best to 

take cover behind the outpost itself, on the side facing your forward station. This shields you from 

snipers, long range ships or ships with boost and blink abilities and may also prevent you from being 

detected.  

Evasive movement 

When fighting it is rarely advantageous to stay still. Especially in lighter ships. Many weapons require 

manual aiming and the enemy will therefore have to lead their shots. Making good use of the strafe 

keys to move side to side and up and down in space, while also using WASD to rotate armour can sig-

nificantly reduce the amount of damage you actually take, and in fact can be the most powerful me-

chanic of damage reduction. (A particular buff might give you 10% armour strength, but strafing 

against an enemy might make them miss 80% of their shots)   

 

 

To include: Actual hard stats. For now, see: 

http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=437760932 

broken armour broken armour notification 

If your armour breaks, you will here a short alarm and a UI notification that will briefly hover over that 

side of the ship indicating front, rear etc.   



General Stats (as of June 10th 2016 update) 

Damage Modifiers 

Normal weapons against armour: 75% 

Normal weapons against broken armour: 200% 

Target jump drive spooling: 200% 

Gamma on target: 80% (Gamma I and II), 70% (Gamma III) 

 AoE damage ignored armour (100% hull damage) but does no armour damage 

All damage modifiers stack 

Ship explosions do 1000 base damage to ships and 50 damage to drones within a 2000m radius 

Ramming a shup does 800 base damage, but multipliers are applied depending on the difference ship weight class, with a 

+/-25% modifier for each stop in class. Therefore if a heavy hits a heavy, both receive the same damage. If a heavy hits a 

medium, the heavy receives –25% and the medium received +25%. If a heavy hits a light, the heavy received –50%, the 

light received +25% 

Detailed stats on armour, HP, weapon ranges, modifiers for specific abilities etc can be found here: 

http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=437760932 

 

Gamma stats (possibly changed in patch) 
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 Gamma I Gamma II Gamma III 

Max Thruster Speed  +20%  +20%  +30%  

Cooldown Reduction  -6%  -6%  -7%  

Damage Received  -20%  -20%  -30%  

Damage Received from Stations  -10%  -15%  -20%  

Rate of Fire  +10%  +10%  +15%  

Capture Rate  +100%  +100% 150% 

http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=437760932

